OWASP Global Projects Committee Mission

The purpose of the OWASP Global Projects Committee (GPC) is to foster an active OWASP developer community, facilitate contributions from OWASP community members, provide support and direction for new projects, and encourage adoption of OWASP Projects by the global community at large.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>Associated Activities</th>
<th>Performance Metrics</th>
<th>Funding Requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1      | Promote Consistency for Project Consumers | - Create workflow for new project ideas  
- Create legal framework (e.g. OWASP Contributor Agreement, OWASP Copyright Assignment, etc) for project endowments  
- Migrate existing projects | - New projects created in new projects infrastructure  
- Creation of legal documents  
- All Flagship projects migrated  
- 25% of Labs projects migrated | - Legal Costs  
- Project Support staff |
| 2      | Increase Maturity of Projects | - Commission professionally designed template for documentation projects  
- Retain professional services such as graphic designers, technical writers, etc. to be leveraged by OWASP projects  
- Create Working-Session-In-A-Box to encourage projects to hold their own “summits” | - Two new published, printable OWASP documentation projects  
- Design template for OWASP Documentation projects  
- Project icons for 10 OWASP Projects  
- Working sessions (“Summits”) for two projects that have not previously held working sessions | - Service costs for graphic designers, technical writers  
- Costs for first Lulu print run  
- Seed money for working sessions |
| 3      | Enable Projects to Promote Themselves | - Create an annual OWASP Project compilation to showcase projects  
- Standardize and expand Open Source Showcase  
- Standardize and expand OWASP Track | - Creation of one annual publication (e.g. OWASP Book, OWASP CD Compendium)  
- Double project representation at next OSS  
- Double number of OWASP track submissions | - Distribution costs of publication  
- Promotion and signage for OSS booths  
- OWASP Track Fund for speaker travel costs |